
Seam 
finishes
Match the technique to the fabric for  
attractive and durable seam allowances 

W
hen do you think about the seam finishes for a 
new sewing project? Often, I suspect, we sewers 
stitch the first seam, then think, “What should I 

do with these raw edges?”
I’m always eager to plunge into a new project and see it 

take shape. However, I’ve produced enough raveled edges, 
weak seams, and generally disappointing garments to  
appreciate what planning ahead can accomplish. Here, I’ll 
share my simple techniques for sewing common seam fin-
ishes, as well as how to evaluate sewing projects to deter-
mine the right finishes to use where. It’s a process with the 
potential to improve your results time and time again.

TEACH YOU RSELF TO SEW B Y  S A N D R A  M I L L E R

START WITH A TEST SAMPLE
Samples bring all the factors together. Cut on-grain rect-
angles from remnants, sew seams to join them together, 
and then experiment with the seam finishes that enhance 
your work. If the project will be machine-washed and 
dried, wash and dry your samples. You’ll find out which 
finishes are easy for you to sew, which stitches on your 
machine work best, and what looks good on your project.

Keep these samples. You’ll eventually have a seam-finish 
library that saves time in the long run. Remember, you 
may choose to use more than one seam finish in a project. 

Let’s take a look at some typical seam finishes. Each 
example began with a 5/8-inch seam allowance. The seam 
was pressed as sewn, then the seam allowances were 
pressed open or to one side.

Sandra Miller tests designs and writes pattern instructions 
for Cutting Line Design patterns (CuttingLineDesigns.com). 
She also teaches at sewing events across the country and sews 
for fun at home in Orlando, Florida.  

PART 1

Overcast 
seam 
allowances  

Single-fold
seam finish

Stitched  
and pinked seam 
allowances

Stitched together  
and trimmed seam  
allowances
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This treatment is suited to many materials. On fabrics that fray eas-
ily, such as medium to heavy linens, use a wider stitch. Though you 
can use an all-purpose foot, many sewing machine companies make 

an overcast foot that incorporates a horizontal pin on the right side. 
As the stitch forms, the needle swings right over the pin; the pin sup-
ports the stitch and prevents fabric from tunneling. 

Stitch each seam 
allowance edge 
with a zigzag or 
overcast stitch. 
Choose the 
stitch based on 
the fabric you 
are using (see 
the photos at 
right for three 
variations). Keep 
the outermost 
stitch points  
just inside the 
raw edge.

Press the seam 
as it was sewn, 
then open. 

A three-step zigzag stitch stabilizes the edges and prevents 
fraying on a heavyweight woven cotton. 

This zigzag seam finish was applied to control a medium-
weight woven cotton's moderate tendency to fray.

An overcast stitch controls the seam allowance 
edges on a heavyweight woven cotton.

CONSIDER THE FACTORS: Your skill 
level, equipment, and the time and  
effort you spend all influence which 
seam finishes are appropriate.

Tip

VARIATION 1

VARIATION 2

VARIATION 3

Zigzag or overcast

Overcast 
stitching

Three-step 
zigzag

Seam

Zigzag
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TEACH YOURSELF TO SEW c o n t i n u e d

Single-fold 
A single-fold clean finish is a good choice for lightweight fab-
rics that do not fray much. It can be modified for fabrics that 
fray more, such as handkerchief linen. It takes time, but it is 
neat and pretty.

 To even more 
effectively 
prevent fraying, 
zigzag the seam 
allowance and 
fold along the 
inner zigzag 
points before 
edgestitching.

VARIATION 3
Three-step 
zigzag

Edgestitching

Fold

For more delicate 
finished seam
allowances,
stitch closer to 
the edge
before folding.

Fold

Edgestitching

VARIATION 2

1⁄8 inch

Shirting is 
stitched, folded 
under, then 
edgestitched. 

VARIATION 1

Fold

Edgestitching

1⁄4 inch

Stitch and pink 
This finish is appropriate for firmly woven, lightweight fabrics such 
as cotton broadcloth and silk charmeuse. It won’t press through as a 
ridge to the project’s right side. Use a thin thread, such as 60-weight 
cotton, to keep it as light as possible.

Trim the seam allowances with pinking shears.  

Straight-stitch 1⁄8 inch to 1⁄4 inch from the seam allowance's raw 
edge. The more the fabric frays, the farther from the raw edge 
you should stitch.

Stitch silk charmeuse 
1⁄8 to 1⁄4 inch from the 
seam allowances' 
raw edges.

Pink the seam 
allowances' 
edges.

1⁄4 inch

Pinked edge
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Stitch 1⁄4 inch from the seam allowances' raw edges. Turn under 
and press. (For a more delicate finish, stitch and turn under just 
1⁄8 inch.) Edgestitch close to the fold. Press the seam again to 
finish. See the variations below for three stitching options.
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These finishes can be used on woven fabrics, but they are particularly useful on knits to keep edges that curl flat and crisp. If you are 
working with a knit, sew the seam with a narrow zigzag (1.5 mm long and 0.5 mm wide).

Stitch the seam using a narrow zigzag stitch on knits and 
straight stitch on wovens. 

Choose a wide stitch with a look you prefer, such as a three-step 
zigzag, overlock, blind-hem stitch, or zigzag—and sew the seam 

allowances together close to the seamline. See the variations below 
for different stitch options.  
 Trim the raw edges close to the second stitching. Press the 
trimmed seam allowances to one side.

Log On For more basic sewing information, skill-building 
beginner projects, and video tutorials, log on to 
TeachYourselftoSew.com.

Stitch the 
knit seam 
allowances 
together with 
a three-step 
zigzag.

Blind-hem 
stitching

Sew an overcast
stitch inside 
the knit's seam 
allowances close  
to the first 
stitching. 

Zigzag 
stitching

VARIATION 1 VARIATION 2

VARIATION 3 VARIATION 4

Stitch together

Three-step 
zigzag

Narrow zigzag 
seam

Overcast 
stitching

The wider stitches 
in the blind-hem 
stitch make this 
variation a secure 
choice.

Another zigzag 
stitch, wider 
than the narrow 
zigzag at the 
seam, holds the 
seam allowances 
together.
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